ROUGH RUNNING NEWS
WINTER 2013
Greetings fellow runners and welcome to the winter edition of Rough Running
News. As your new editor I am excited to bring in a few new regular features.
But first I would like to say how happy i am to take on this role and a big
thanks to the handover from Jayne and the tips she gave me.
Hard to believe that Christmas is just round the corner but the onset of dark
evenings and winter has meant the return of running with torches through
mud and all the fun that brings! It has been great to see some new faces out
recently and hopefully they will continue to join us.
There seems to have been a fair bit of ultra running going on this
Spring/Summer/Autumn and as a 'wannabe' I have been listening with
interest to peoples tales of the trials and tribulations, pain and euphoria of
long distance running. If anyone who is interested in such things and hasn't
already discovered it there is a great podcast 'Talk Ultra' put together and
hosted by Ian Corless see http://iancorless.org/tag/talk-ultra/ -(quote) It
covers ultra running throughout the world bringing news, reviews and interviews. The
show is available every 2 weeks 'for free' on iTunes and talkultra.com.

Well worth listening to, I really recommend it even if you just like running and
have no intention of going further than 10km! The Training Talk sections are
often very interesting and relevant to any runner.
Enjoy
Liz Noakes
So here goes:Index
News from the TACH committee
New Chairpersons say
Reminders
Art of running report by Emma Postlethwaite
Treasure hunt planning report by Chris Smart
A newbies perspective on mountain marathons – by Cindy Crossland
Recipe corner – Tasty toasted seed biscuits
NEW - Aunty pearlytex's problem page

Race reports and resultsMendip Muddle from a first timer- Emma Bagley
Avon Valley Runners Wiltshire ½ – Helen King
Ultra pain - report from the Stort Ultra – by Claire Rees
Championship update
Up coming training runs
For the next edition I would love to have some 'problems' sent in for Aunty
Pearlytex to get her teeth into – along the lines of these examples please.
Email to me liznoakes@yahoo.co.uk and I will pass them anonymously on to
Aunty P.
I would also love to have a 'Best piece of kit' corner each time – so please
send in your own favourites.
Keep on running...............

News from the TACH Committee
TACH is probably one of the few sporting clubs where over 20% of the
membership are on the Committee. It's not so much that we have a small
membership, rather that lots of people are happy to volunteer their time to
keep the club and its activities going. A new Committee is voted in every year
at the AGM in October; some members stay on for a few years, others swap
out after a year - so there's a good mix of experience and new ideas. This
year's Committee are:
Cathy Fagg: Chair (sets the agenda and keeps everything on track at our
Committee meetings)
Rachel Foyle: Club Captain (mainly responsible for the Championship)
Helen King: Secretary (organising meetings and minute-taking)
Claire Scaife: Treasurer (counts the cash)
Debbie Evans: Membership Secretary (counts the club members)
Liz Noakes: Rough Running News editor
Cindy Crossland & Graham Bazley (Run Meisters: organise the leaders for

the Thursday training runs)
Alex Foster: Kit Meister (get your t-shirts, vests and hoodies here)
David Higenbottam: Spiderman (weekly email updates, online race entry and
web page content)
Tilly Shaw: Race Director (manages the organisation of the Moorland MultiTerrain and the Summer Race Series with her able helpers in the race subcommittee)
Lucien Campbell-Kemp: Marshal Meister (wrangling the marshals at our
races)
Andy Fagg: Social Secretary (the party planner)
Matt Milkins, Mark Vogan, Anthony Clark & Tony Bishop: members without
portfolio
The main items of news from the AGM and the latest Committee meeting in
November are:
•TACH is now affiliated to the Association of Running Clubs (ARC) and is no
longer a member of England Athletics. Some local races accept ARC
affiliation for a cheaper entry rate.
•The club membership fee has now been set at a flat rate of £10 per person.
•We'll be running our usual Summer Race Series plus the Moorland Multi
Terrain (MMT) in 2014. We're also exploring the possibility of a children's race
at the MMT and having a TACH-only social ultra/relay along the Butcombe
Trail in the summer (http://butcombe.com/mendip_trail.shtml).
•Our annual 12th Night club dinner will be held on Saturday 4th January 2014
at Church House, Long Ashton. If you haven't received your personal invite
yet, contact our social sec: andyfagg@tantraweb.co.uk
•New faces on our training runs: we're always pleased to see new faces on a
Tuesday or Thursday night. If you're an experienced TACH runner, then do
say hello and make sure no one gets left behind (particularly on a dark night).
Don't forget to re-group regularly, do a head-count and send faster runners to
loop back and sheepdog around; when you do stop, wait for the last runner to
arrive and then wait some more so they have a chance to rest too. Happy
Running!

From our new Chairperson – Cathy Fagg
The new TACH Committee has inherited responsibility for something rather
special.
We discussed this at our first committee meeting a week or so ago, revisiting
the constitution by considering two questions:
•What do we do that we can only do together?
•What do we want to handover to the next Committee?
I've tried to summarise our discussion, so that everyone in TACH can add
their own views.
We concluded that we do a lot together.
We can drink a pub dry, fill up a car park, run in the dark in unknown
countryside, look out for each other, challenge each other to break new
ground, and share our obsession for off-road running. We push our own
boundaries, encouraging each other to explore ourselves and our
environment. We offer friendship based on shared experience, enjoying our
different outlooks and abilities, getting together to celebrate the sheer joy of
off-road running.
We are also a part of something bigger. We take part in a running community
by organising and participating in races. We run the local footpaths, helping to
create a living map of places that matter to us. We run in all weathers and at
all times of year, seeking wilderness in the town and in the country.
TACH has spirit. There is something mystical, shamanic, at the heart of TACH
that can transform the act of running, bringing us into contact with something
ancient and essential. In that spirit, we are not elitist or exclusive,
bureaucratic or bossy. We respect ourselves, each other and the owners and
neighbours of the land we run through.
This is what we have inherited from everyone who has made TACH what it is,
and what we want to pass on next September. If it's what TACH means to
you, then say so. If you think there is something missing or out of place in this
description of TACH, please let me know. TACH is something that we are
constantly creating together.
Cathy

Membership renewal time
The new membership year has already started. Membership is £10 per
member and can either be paid on line or by sending cash/cheque to:
Deborah Evans
82 Ellicks Close
Bradley Stoke
Bristol
BS32 0ET
If there are any changes to personal details then these should be notified to
Debbie with renewal.
TACH 12th Night dinner
Don't forget also to book your place at the annual Twelfth Night dinner On
January 4th 2014. Get the date in your diary and contact Andy Fagg with your
menu choices and payment.
Not to be missed!
The Art of Running Workshop – By Emma Postlethwaite
There were about a dozen folks that joined Malcolm Balk and Susie Baker for
this workshop in mid October. The TACH contingent consisted of Graham
Bazeley, Sam Edwards, Sara Vogen and I - we had all been lucky recipients
from the draw.
We met in a big old house north of the Downs. We introduced ourselves and
each spoke a bit about our running practice and what we hoped to gain from
the Workshop. The common themes were avoiding injury and being able to
run for longer.
So we dived straight in. Malcolm sent us out into the Bristol drizzle and filmed
each of us running in profile (i.e. from the side), trying to run our own relaxed
and normal style, despite the unusual circumstances. Back in the room the
video was played back to us, and from this realised how differently we
run. There were big variations in body angles (forward/middle/back), arm
positions, head positions, and foot strike (where your foot hits and leaves the
ground, relative to you body). In summary, we all had our own style. In my
video, I was striking the ground with my foot and knee well ahead of my body,
waggling my arms around by my hips in a devil may care way, and doing
some significant bobbing up and down. It turns out none of these attributes
are part of the ‘Art’!

After this we went back out to find out what the Art is, and pleasingly the sun
had broken through the drizzle. We went through a series of straightforward
drills, which each time added one more component, and at the end of this we
had learnt the Art of Running. The key features are about achieving an
aligned, powerful and efficient style. These are the ones I have taken away
with me, and they all need to be done together for this to work:
A balanced lean forward of the body, leaning from the ankles, with whole
body in a straight line.Feeling that your chest is connected to the pelvis helps.
·The forward power to come from the downward push of the leg, which then
kisses the ground and efficiently bounces back upwards in a light fashion
·The arms remain bent at the elbow in an equilateral triangle, and move in
accordance with the whole body, almost as if velcro’d to the sides
Eyes looking ahead about 10m, which helps keep the head in line with the
body
To get to this prime position, Malcolm built up from an initial exercise on the
spot, until pen-ultimately we were working in pairs, with one of us holding the
runner from going forwards whilst they ran on the spot…. Then finally, the
person holding the runner would step aside and release the runner, and the
runner would find themselves effortlessly propelled forward with this new
running technique. For me I definitely had a eureka moment when I was
released, and a Road Runner image flashed through my head.

A couple of photos illustrate the before and after.
1. Sara Vogan (right) and I (left). Sara nicely demonstrating the technique,
with good forward lean from the ankles and body in a line, with just the arms
to bring up into an equilateral to be picture perfect. Whilst I am ambling along
heavily and NOT demonstrating the technique.

2.This time I am better demonstrating the technique, although need to bring
my forearms into a horizontal position.

I left the Workshop feeling positive and that this was something I could put
into practice. Although I have not automatically switched into the Art
Technique (for want of a better word), I do feel that my running style has
changed since then, most likely into some kind of hybrid before and after
style. For me, the forward lean from the ankles is the hardest technique to do
and maintain.
Not yet 100% injury free or running ultra-marathons, but I found the
Workshop very useful and informative. Many thanks to TACH for the chance
to attend.

Off-Road Treasure Hunt – Planner’s Report - By Chris Smart
On every top mountain marathon (MM), a post-event report is provided by the
Planner. Given the aspirations of the TACH Off-Road Treasure Hunt to have
its own gear offshoot (like OMM), I need to meet this standard. Will TACH
ORTH be a brand to rival FCUK?
In order to encourage route choice more distant control were worth double
points and a bonus point was on offer for any control that was only visited by
one team. I was pleased with the way this worked as of the forty-seven
controls on offer, only two received no visitors (control 31 was a surprise as a
number of teams passed close to it, control 47 less so due the time it took to
go out and back).
A last minute change saw the event offering two classes for the entrants –
pairs and solo competitors, the latter named TACHKlets after the elite solo
Klets class in the Saunders MM. As the starting command was given, 8 pairs
and 5 TACHKlets headed off into the unknown. As the 90 minutes ticked
away, I patrolled the roads on my bike, spotting teams bounding through the
fields from time to time and providing the occasional out-of-bounds reminder.
The first teams back were well under the 90 minute cut-off. However, by the

time the 90 minutes had expired only six teams had returned and the penalty
points started racking up. It is easy to underestimate how long it will take to
get back, especially when route choice is limited by out-of-bounds areas.
After all teams had safely returned and results had been entered into the
computer (thanks to Emma for assistance with this), presentations were
made. The winner of the TACHKlets class was Antony with 16 points. The
winners of the pairs were The Voganators (Mark and Sara)with a superb 26
points, which included 2 bonus points and no penalties – unlike Antony, they
were unable to bask in the glory with their winners’ medals on show, as they
had had to rush off to relieve the babysitter.
Full results are:
Pairs
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Voganators (Mark & Sara)
Liz & Alex
Jonathan & Emma
Cindy & David
Sam & Jayne
Laura & Rob
Graham & Matt
Cathy & Andy

26
16
16
13
13
11
9
-2

TACHKlets
1 Antony
2 Pete
3 Luke
4 David H
5 Travelog (Chris B)

16
14
10
8
7

A newbie's perspective on Mountain Marathons – by Cindy Crossland
" I love navigation!" were the words I shouted out to David (husband and
team mate) when we hit the second hill of the day. I wasn't being sarcastic, I
really do love navigating! So with the chance of combining my passion for
running with my growing navigation skills, what's not to like?
David and I entered the Saunders Lakeland Mountain Marathon in July this
year, this was our 10th wedding anniversary adventure together, our first
Mountain Marathon. It Encouraged by Antony and others, we decided to go
for the 'Wansfell' linear course class (as oppose to a score class) with the
view to; 1. completing it, 2. not getting disqualified (for missing a checkpoint
or coming in late) and 3. hopefully not come last!
The weather was fine and dry and with all the kit required for two days
camping we toed the start line (no mass start) and waited with excitement for
the marshal to say 'go', hand us our map each and a set of grid references for
the controls (these are the orange & white markers you need to find where
you dib your dibber along the course to prove you've been there). We had
trained carefully for the event, building our back packs up each week by 1kg
until they reached about 5kgs for the last few weeks and increasing our
mileage and hills too. We weren't a fast running team so chose routes that
were more direct and as a result, not much running was had on the first day,
more contouring haggis style and yomping through bogs and tussocks.

We thought that we would probably come in towards the bottom of the table
on the first day, as although we we were pretty much on the nose with
navigation and we never stopped for a break/sarnies etc. we felt we had
travelled quite slowly, but actually we came in 25th out of 115 starters on the
first day! Great camp, all our gear worked and another good second day with
only one navigational error (The only bit we ran fast and I managed to cock it
up!) we came in 27th overall in our class and 4th mix vet.

We then entered the OMM in October that was held in the Brecons, this time
we entered the short score class where you have to get in as many check
points in a certain time. We set off on day one looked at our map and jotted
out a good size rough course from start to mid camp, but by the time we got
to control no. 3, which was tricky to find on a 'stream bend', (it was a very
bendy stream!) we realised we would never make it round in the four hours
and would have to completely rethink our plans. The weather was the usual
for Wales in October with wind, low cloud on the hill tops and rain, so we
decided to pick a route with big easy 'handrails' such as cliffs, lakes etc. and
as before when we finished we thought we would be bottom of the table again
as although we had picked a route that was easier to navigate, we were slow
moving, but to our delight we came in half way down the table. Good second
day and came in 66th out of 119 which we were very happy with.

My conclusion is we enjoy the linear class more than the score class. This is
based on us taking on routes that suit our ability as a team and that we are
fairly sure we will manage and still enjoy. This suits us. Generally the score
classes are very popular and I think are good if you are pushing yourselves,
because you can cut your route short if you're tiring without disqualification.
Whereas in the linear courses you must get to each control point.

I have entered the Highland Mountain Marathon now in April with Emma
Postlethwaite (sadly David can't make it) and we have entered D class which
is a linear route class. I'm very excited about it as I've been told it's fantastic
and even has a bar mid camp with music and dancing! I would recommend
anyone who likes playing in the hills and enjoys route-finding to have a go.
For me finding the control points felt like it was my birthday and I had just
found a present. Think of it more as a great big treasure hunt, Really great
fun!

Recipe for post pre and any time run!
100g unsalted butter, softened
25g nut butter (whichever you like)
100-150g brown sugar
1 large egg
1 tsp vanilla extract
100g wholemeal flour
150g toasted seeds (mix of pumpkin, sunflower, sesame, whatever you
like)
100g whole oats
Firstly, put on the grill and lay the seeds on a baking tray to toast them under
a hot grill. This only takes a few minutes, and it's very easy for them to burn
so keep a close eye on them.
Then set the oven to 180C.
Beat together the butter and sugar, then add the egg and combine. Stir in the
vanilla, then lightly beat in everything else.
Divide the mixture into pieces roughly the size of a golf ball, and lay them on
a greased baking sheet, flattening with your hand. Leave space in between
as they will spread.
Bake in the preheated oven for 10-12 minutes, or until they are lightly brown
at the edges.
Enjoy after every run! And in-between...

Aunty Pearlytex offers her words of wisdom to clarify all your problems
Dear Aunty P,
I want to enter another Mountain Marathons but please can advise how I can
find my tent? last time I popped out for a night time pee, but then couldn't find
my tent again afterwards which caused a lot of embarrassment (sorry ladies).
Yours,
Mr Anxious Pitcher

Dear Mr A.P
Well you have a few options Get your tent made of glow in the dark material.
Have a flag made with your face on it and attach to tent.
Pitch it on the edge of the camp, move it if anyone pitches nearby.
Carry 2 head torches leave one flashing on the top of the tent.
Or just get on with it and stop whinging.
Dear Aunty P
I'm new to running and read in my running magazine that there are 8 types of
shoes. I am worried I will turn up at my running club wearing the wrong pair
and be the laughing stock of my club :-(
Yours, Hoping it won't be 9 in the next edition

Dear shoe worrier, Don't worry so much, they're all the same, its just a
marketing ploy. The colour is the most reliable way to chose a new pair of
shoes as any experienced runner will tell you.

Dear Aunty P
My girlfriend says I am addicted to buying running kit. I only buy new shiny
toys once a week, and anyway, my kit gets muddy so I have to throw it away.
As a result of this we have had to limit our food shopping to beans on toasts 7
days a week...Not sure what to do.
Yours, Mr Bright but Dim

Dear Mr B but D
Accept you are an addict and don't worry. If you think laundering your kit will
make you buy less and eat more variety then try that otherwise remember
beans are nutritious and have the added benefit of jet propelling you on your
runs.
Dear Aunty P
What am I to do? My partner has banned me from running a marathon. As I
spend too much time training already and the training will increase my time
out away from home.
Yours, Confused
Dear Confused
Get out o the relationship, what's more important than running? Or if that is
too extreme bargain with your partner and say you'll do the
washing/ironing/cleaning but don't worry you won't have to do it because
you'll be so busy running you won't have time to do any chores.
Dear Aunty P,
Oh my nipples are giving me jip! I have tried rubbing on emollients and
although it feels quite nice to rub in (very nice in fact), I still get a rash after
running. Sometimes I can't even lie in bed afterwards with a sheet over me!
Yours, Mammary Mike

Dear M M
This is only a problem for men. Get it – Go and buy a bra, they work for
women.
Dear Aunty P
I recently saw your group of night runners go past my pub and reckon I'd like
to give that a go. Trouble is, as soon as I see lots of white flashing lights, my
legs think I'm in a disco and start shaking like Elvis.
Yours, Shaking Steven
Dear S S
Nobody will notice! This is the beauty of night running. Be yourself. just work
on forward propulsion and let the lights make you move.

RACE REPORTS
The Mendip Muddle from a first timer - by Emma Bagley
The Mendip Muddle is a 20km trail race starting and finishing from
Charterhouse, near Burrington. The route is a combination of footpaths,
fields, moor, country lanes, woodland and hilly tops. The course crosses
Beacon Batch (the highest point in the Mendips) not once but twice just to
ensure that your ears are popped before a steady final descent into the finish.
There are generous helpings of ups and downs, with an overall ascent of
420m.
Conditions underfoot were quite dry for most of the race. As the rain got
heavier the usual autumn streams appeared on the higher ground above
Burrington. Low cloud, wind and rain gave the moorland sections a Wuthering
Heights feel. The mud was pretty deep here and there, although partially
avoidable with a little time.
The race was well organised with cheerful marshals during, and great cake
afterwards. It was positive to see TACH well represented with Jim and Emma
P. picking up prizes.

Avon Valley Runners: Wiltshire 1/2M – By Helen King
Sunday 17th November 2013
http://www.avrwiltshirehalfmarathon.org/
For anyone who fancies testing their speed over an on-road course but
without the crowds of the big city races (290 ran), this is the perfect half
marathon for you! Starting from Station Yard, just outside Edington at the foot
of Salisbury Plain (near Westbury), the route follows country lanes up to
Steeple Ashton and back on a one-loop course. A few undulations ('hills' to
your average road-runner), winding roads), nice views and the occasional bit
of mud keep the route interesting; regular drinks & jelly baby stations, friendly
and supportive marshals keep your spirits up. Chip-timing, an immediate print
out of your time and category position, medal and awesome goody bag
(banana, Cadbury's Caramel, mini cereal boxes and water) all add to the
value-for-money.
This was the race's second year; last year I was 10lbs heavier and ran it
carrying a Girl Guide flag to raise money for charity - so, even though it was

'just' a training run, I was hoping to do a better time. Taking it fairly easy, I
jogged along the roads smiling and thanking the marshals. I reached the 10k
point just as the lead car was pulling away (it waits there for about 50 minutes
then speeds on to the finish), I kept my head down trying not to see what the
massive clock on its roof was saying (I don't look at a watch during a race, I
just do what I can do). Turning the corner at the bottom of the hill I get
cheered on by the marshals - 'more pain to come' they shout; I didn't realise
it was supposed to be painful, I'm having a great time! A bit more up then a
long down hill on a muddy lane, then the long drag back up to the main-ish
road. At the ten mile mark my perceived effort felt a bit tougher but I was
buoyed by a man with jelly babies and Robbie Williams 'Let Me Entertain You'
blasting from a stereo, followed by a wonderful marshal cheering us all on by
name. Headphones were banned from the race (anyone using them would be
DQ-ed) so I didn't have to endure other people's music as I overtook them;
maybe next time they could also ban people from using the speaker setting
on the GPS phone apps - not wanting to know what time I was doing, I did not
appreciate hearing it from some bloke's pocket as I ran past. By 11 miles, the
field was quite spread out and I was mostly running on my own, but pleased
to see I was making ground on runners in front. Starting singing 'Bring me
Sunshine' in my head to keep my spirits up. Although I didn't know my time,
the mile markers were useful, and with 400m to go it started to feel a bit hardgoing. 200m to go and I could see the hump-backed bridge over the railway.
100m and I powered up the bridge wondering whether I'd make it to the finish
line without throwing up. But standing at the corner of Station Yard spurring
me on and giving me that final adrenalin burst was the lovely Jim PlunkettCole and his Frome Running Club team mates. As I turned the corner, 10m
from the finish, I saw the official clock and sprinted over the finish line,
knackered, emotional and on such a high: 1:46:16 - a very unexpected PB!
(129/290 overall, 7/35 FV40, 24/96 women)

Other TACH results:
Jim Plunkett-Cole: 10th overall and 2nd V40 in 1:21:37 (Yay, go Jim!)
Patrick Winstone: 8th and 11/44 V50 in 1:41:07

Ultra Pain – by Claire Rees
Race report - Stort Ultra, 27 October 2013
After running the Edinburgh marathon last year, I finished thinking that I could
carry on forever (clearly I wasn't running fast enough, but I recognise my
talent lies in shuffling forwards slowly for long periods of time) so I decided to
enter the world of ultramarathons. On 27 October I ran my second 50k in
Bishops Stortford, in Essex. My first 50k was on the hottest day of July and it
seems that the weather would not disappoint this time either, as it was the
weekend of the St Jude storm.
The race was organised by a guy from the Bishops Stortford Running Club
(who organises a series of ultras throughout the year). I wasn't sure if I was
going to run until the day before as training hadn't gone great due to work
pressures and I'd caught a cold, but like most obsessive runners I did it
anyway!
150 of us started at 9am from the Running Club HQ into high winds and rain.
The run itself is a very pretty out and back 30 or so miles along the River
Stort Navigation Channel in Hertfordshire, the route being off-road and flat,
although the constant rain the week before had turned the river trail into bog
and it was very tough to run through. Some parts were very exposed and the
winds were high.
After about 2 miles I was fed up of trying to stop sliding in the river (also,
maybe it was nerves or being poorly earlier in the week, but I felt extremely
nauseous throughout and I had a crisis of confidence having exclusively
trained on roads not trails) but my partner Jon who was waiting at the 10 mile
point told me to just get on with it and stop complaining, which helped!
There were checkpoints every 5 miles with the usual squash, sweets and
sausage rolls. I broke it up in this way in my mind, by aiming to complete
each 5 miles and having a short rest. At mile 15 I saw Jon and had a 5 minute
sit down then carried on back the way we'd come.
I overtook quite a few people on the way back, but it was quite tough going as
torrential rain set in and it was like running through a muddy river the whole
time. I tried to run for 6 minutes and walk for 2 - this is why I really like ultras,
in a marathon you run straight through but in ultras it's actually ok to walk!
With about 5 miles to go I twisted my foot, so the last few miles were hobbled
home, and it was a relief to see the finish.

Although I felt quite sick during the run and it was really hard going with the
awful weather, I still felt a great sense of achievement to finish and also to
pass so many people at the end. Next year I'm planning to do a 50 mile run
so have a lot of training miles ahead, but at least walking is acceptable in an
ultra!
Claire

Championship Leader Board
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Sam Edwards
Lucien Campbell-kemp
Catherine Fagg
Chris Smart
Cindy Crossland
Jayne King
Rachel Foyle
Mark Vogan
Andy Fagg
Graham Bazley
Helen King
David Crossland
Emma Postlethwaite
Sara Vogan
Luke Taylor
Antony Clark
Emma Bagley
Sarah Barber
Jonathan Gledson
Dave Critchley

376
361
300
283
266
265
232
227
195
195
179
167
117
72
56
40
35
34
15
10

Don't miss the next TACH race.
Not only will there be the usual 10km race but for the first time a short race of
approx 1 mile for juniors aged 9 – 15.

The Moorland Multi-Terrain 10K* Community Challenge TACH's Winter 2014 race.
11:00am, Sunday, 19th January 2014.
The Avon Riding Centre,
Kings Weston Road,
Henbury, Bristol BS10 7QT [MAP].
All proceeds from this race support Avon Riding Centre (registered charity no. 281648), a leading
charity dedicated to the provision of riding tuition and therapy to adults and children with
all kinds of disability.
This exciting course, of approximately ten kilometres, is set in the last remnant of countryside in
the City of Bristol. It combines close-cropped paddocks, rough grazing, woodland rides,
slippery slopes, a reedy nature reserve, grassy margins around an industrial estate and
enough tarmac, rough tracks and puddles to make your choice of footwear interesting!
There are approximately 75 metres of climb, mainly concentrated in the last mile.

Training Runs
There are planned runs up to February 2014. If anyone wants to sign up for
leading a run please contact Cindy or Graham
The Bull, Hinton near
Dyrham. SW of M4 junc 18.

Emma

Long run of 14k (8 miles), S short run 7k (4 miles,
led by Lucien). Both will be very muddy, and include
a mix of fields and leg 9 of the Cotswold Way.
Ending at a lovely old pub with a roaring fire.

12/12/2013

The Nova Scotia,
Cumberland Basin Bridge,
Hotwells, Bristol.

Ian Ruck

A handicap race. Will the last be first?

19/12/2013

The George Inn, 125
Farleigh Road, Backwell.

Chris Smart Backwell Hill re-visited. S Short run led by Lucien.

26/12/2013

T.B.A.

Graham

02/01/2014

T.B.A.

Antony

09/01/2014

T.B.A.

Tilly (tbc)

16/01/2014

The Old Crown, Kelston. On
A431 between Bristol and
Bath.

Helen King

23/01/2014

The Angel Inn, 172 Long
Cathy Fagg Lovely run from this cosy country pub
Ashton Roadd, Long Ashton.

30/01/2014

T.B.A.

Matt Milkins
(tbc)

06/02/2014

T.B.A.

Jason

13/02/2014

The Blue Flame, West End,
Nailsea.

Chris Bloor

05/12/13

To the top of Kelston Round Hill! Helen's Birthday run!

S Short run.

And finally
Massive thanks to all the contributors who helped me out with this and
thanks to everyone for a great year of running - training runs, races, camping
weekends, socials, beer and cider, companionship and all things running.

